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Streamlight strion led hl holster

Secure and rigid carrier options for your unique Streamlight Strion (LED/HL) button! Featuring adjustable friction retention, which is light and thin taking a minimum of belt or vest space. Designed to be worn outside the waist, on a service belt or mounted securely on MOLLE-style outer jackets. Made of (2) durable 0.08
pieces of kydex and secured securely with rubber spacers to allow retention adjustment. The open bottom allows debris to pass through but still covers the length of light to prevent accidental activation. Several assembly slots and options available. Standard features include: Durable .080 Kydex Construction Designed,
manufactured and tested by active and retired Law Enforcement Precision CNC machined mold tooling created from 3D scanned reverse model Compression pressed hull for maximum and crisp strength, clean definition Multiple mounting options (Sales tax applied to all orders shipped to CT) 100% Made in usa, with a
lifetime warranty! Check out the Attachments page for an idea which one will best suit your needs! This case only fits the Streamlight Strion HL flashlight. The case is a bezel down configuration. The Strion HL support has two voltage adjustment screws. The operator can pre-adjust these to select the necessary retention
while giving an optimal presentation speed. If the Streamlight Strion HL case is rigged with a Tek Lok, it can quickly get on and off the belt. The addition of several easy-to-find rubber grommets or o rings to the flashlight body will make this very tactical combination ready. This support won't fit the LED Streamlight Strion!
Streamlight 88051 Tactical Holster Compatibility List: ProTac HL: 88040. PolyTac: 88850, 88851, 88853. PolyTac X: 88600, 88601, 88602, 88603, 88604, 88605. PolyTac X USB: 88610, 88611, 88612, 88613, 88614, 88615. PolyTac HP: 88860, 88861, 88863. TL-2 LED and TL-2 X Series: 88105, 88122, 88119. Strion
LED: 74300, 74301, 74302, 74303, 74308, 74309, 74311, 74312, 74313, 74321, 74350, 74353, 74368, 74369. Strion HL: 74509, 74750, 74751, 74752, 74753, 74754, 74755, 74760, 74761, 74762, 74764, 74778. Strion DS: 74410, 74411, 74412, 74413, 74414, 74415, 74416, 74417, 74418, 74419, 74420, 74421.
NightCom: 51056. UV NightCom: 51046. Twin Task 2L (removed thong): 51037, 51049. Scorpio X: 85011. Scorpion LED: 85010. Doesn't match Scorpion HL. The Streamlight uni leather case with top flap and snap closure fits the xenon Strion, Strion LED, Strion LED HL flashlights (PAS for Strion LED HP, HPL and Dual
Switch models). This leather case is made in the U.S. and will slide on belts up to 2.25 wide. Features streamlight piece of plain leather case ' 74059: ' fits the following flashlights ▹ Strion xenon, Strion LED, Strion LED HL (not for HPL and DS models) ▹ Streamlight ProTac HL-X uni leather with upper flap - full grain
heavy-duty leather won't crack or crack - snap closure - slides on belt up to 2.25 wide - U.S.-made Streamlight U.S. leather basket case with top flap and snap closure fits xenon Strion, Strion LED HL, Strion LED and ProTac HL-X flashlights (not suitable Strion LED HP and HPL). This leather case is made in the United
States and will slide on belts up to 2.25 wide. Streamlight's sneakerweave leather case for Strion and Strion LED, part 74060: -- fits the following flashlights ▹ Strion, Strion LED, Strion LED HL (not for HP and HPL models) ▹ ProTac HL-X - sneaker leather case with top flap - full grain heavy-duty leather won't crack or
crack - fast-closing - slides on belt up to 2.25 wide made in the U.S. Part Numbers List 375 lumens and 219m beam distance in high-water-resistant IPX4 mode and impact resistance of 2m tested durable aluminum machined aircraft in a compact light of 6 The Strion LED is a compact, professional light designed for the
widest range of lighting needs at the best value. It provides a wide-range and light beam and abundant peripheral light, as well as long-term times. Click here for the three modes and strobe sheet: - Raised for a super-luminous light beam: 375 lumens; Distance of 219 m beam; Runs 2.5 hours - Medium for bright light and
longer running time: 175 lumens; 161m beam distance; Runs 4.75 hours - Low for light without glare and extended running time: 80 lumens; 113m beam distance; Runs 9.5 hours - Stroboscopic to disorient or signal your location: runs 5.5 hours water resistant IPX4; Impact resistance of 2 meters tested Durable
machined aluminum aircraft Anti-roll head prevents light from rolling away when you set lithium-ion battery recharges fully in 3.5 hours. Clip-style charger holder with digital control circuit that prevents over-loading; LED shows the PiggyBack Charger charging state doubles your running time by charging a spare battery
(sold separately) so you can keep working; Reduces the time of use Has a dual-power input - USB port or traditional AC/DC charge built-in micro-USB interface specifically designed to guide the taking up for a secure USB connection port provides a convenient charging option using modern devices (power input only;
does not charge USB devices) Grooved barrel fits the 5.9 (14.9 cm) shoulder gun mount 5.2 oz (148 grams) Serialized for Positive Life limited over high duration 2.50 hours Running time on low 9.50 hours Length 5.90 inches (14.99 centimeters) Weight 5.20 ounces (147.42 grams) Full product information can be found in
the DOCUMENTATION section. Enter your postcode/postcode below to locate a Streamlight dealer. Enter your postcode/postcode below to locate a Streamlight dealer. Ideal party numbers list to search for a large area - the white light beam of 615 lumen lumen while also providing 219 meters of high beam
distance/low/stroboscopic durable modes for law enforcement, automotive technicians and other professional uses Get extraordinary brightness in a wide beam model with the Strion LED HL. This professional pocket lamp rechargeable and high lumen is ideal for looking for a large area, with 615 lumens and 219 meters
beam distance. Click here for the three modes and strobe sheet: - Raised for a super-light beam: 615 lumens; Distance of 219 m beam; runs 1h25 - Medium for bright light and longer running time: 320 lumens; 155m beam distance; Runs 2.5 hours - Low for light without glare and extended running time: 160 lumens;
110m beam distance; Runs 4.5 hours - Strobe to disorient or report your location; runs 3 hours water-resistant IPX4; Impact resistance of 2m tested Head anti-roll prevents light from rolling away when you set lithium-ion battery fully recharges in 3.5 hours. Pince-style charger holder that prevents LED overcharging
indicates the ChargeUrggyBack charge state doubles your running time by charging a spare battery (sold separately) so you can keep working; Reduces time for non-use Features of a dual-power input - USB port or built-in AC/DC traditional micro-USB charging interface specifically designed to guide the takeover for a
securely connected USB port that offers a convenient charging option using modern devices (power input only; Does not charge USB devices) Durable aluminum aircraft construction ideal for law enforcement and professional use Borofloat high-temperature glass lens Grooved barrel fits the 5.9 (14.99 cm) shoulder gun
mount; 5.2 oz (148 grams) Serialized for positive identification Limited life on 1.25 high running hours on low 4.50 hours Length 5.90 inches (14.99 centimeters) Weight 5.20 ounces (147.42 grams) Complete product information can be found in the DOCUMENTATION section. Enter your postcode/postcode below to
locate a Streamlight dealer. Enter your postcode/postcode below to locate a Streamlight dealer. Dealer.
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